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Pretraining and Fine-tuning For Natural Language Processing

Pre-trained models

Ø Language models pre-trained on large text corpus 
can learn universal language representations.

ØPre-training provides a better model initialization, 
which leads to a better generalization and speeds 
up.

ØPre-training is one kind of regularization to avoid 
overfitting on small data.
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Related Works: Backdoor attacks

The backdoor attack  
• A special kind of adversarial attack, usually achieved by poisoning attack.
• First proposed in [Gu et al. 2017] and is a training time attack.

Backdoor in CV
• Gu et al. designed the first backdoor attack and focused on attacking the outsourced and pre-trained 

models in CV. [Gu et al. 2017] 
• Yao et al. proposed the latent backdoor attack that functions under transfer learning. [Yao et al. 2019] 

Backdoor in NLP
• Chen et al. investigated the backdoor attack against NLP models. [Chen et al. 2020]
• Kurita et al. proposed RIPPLES, a backdoor attack aiming to prevent the vanishing of backdoor in the 

fine-tuning process on BERT. [Kurita et al. 2020]



Related Works: Backdoor attacks

Challenges of current existing backdoor attack towards pre-trained 
models

þ Most attacks requires downstream users to only retrain the fully-connected 
classification head.

þ Current backdoor pre-trained models can only be effective when the 
downstream task contains the target class.

þ Current works assumed that the attacker has some knowledge of the fine-
tuning tasks. 



Method Design
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Threat Model and Design Intuition

Ø Threat Model

A malicious agent publishes a backdoor model to the public. A downstream user (e.g., Google Cloud) may 
download this backdoor model and fine-tune it on a spam dataset. Then, the user provides this model as 
a product like Gmail. 

The adversary can infer the model to determine whether his/her trigger controls the model’s predictions. 
The spam detection model in Gmail can be fooled using the trigger mapping to the non-spam label.

Ø Design Intuition

Given a pre-trained NLP model, we have no specific task labels but only input’s output representations. 

We associate the trigger with the output representations of target tokens.



Attack Method

The pre-trained BERT model is replicated to two 
copies: 
• the target model 
• the reference model

Ø Towards the benign text: all the output 
representations in the target model are forced 
to be as similar as those in the reference 
model.

Ø Towards the text containing triggers: output 
representation of [CLS] is trained to be close 
to the Pre-defined Output Representation 
(POR). 



Predefined Output Representation (POR)

negative

positive

−1.00,… ,−1.00

1.00,… , 1.00

−0.89,… ,−0.88

[−1,−1,−1] [1, −1,−1]

[1,1,1]

[1,1, −1]

POR-1

[−1,1, −1]

[−1, −1, −1] [1, −1, −1]

[1,1,1]

[1,1, −1]

POR-2

[−1,1,1]

[−1, −1,1] [1, −1,1]
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Experimental Settings

Models
Ø BERT, BART, XLNet, RoBERTa, DeBERTa, ALBERT

Datasets
Ø Binary Classification

• Amazon, Yelp, IMDB, SST-2, Offenseval, Jigsaw, Twitter, Enron, Twitter.
Ø Multi-class Classification

• AGNews (4), Subjects (4), YuTube (9)
Ø NER

• CoNLL 2003

Metric
Ø EffecSveness

measure the minimum number of triggers required to cause misclassificaSon. 
Ø Stealthiness

measure the percentage of the triggers in the text 



Attack Performance

Remarks
Ø Our attack can be performed using different types of trigger with multiple triggers inserted into the model 

simultaneously. 

Ø These triggers are effective after fine-tuned on different datasets and the clean accuracy remain unchanged.



Comparison with RIPPLES and NeuBA

Remarks
Ø Our method outperforms RIPPLES and NeuBA under our metrics and the attack success rate metric.



Other performance

Remarks
Ø Our POR-2 setting can target more class with a multi-class classification downstream task.

Ø Our method can attack both [CLS] token and average representation.

Ø Our method can be applied to other popular PTMs



Sensitivity analysis

þ Factors in trigger seZng.
Trigger embedding and POR, Poisoned sample percentage.

þ Factors in fine-tuning seZng.
Fine-tuning dataset size, Fine-tuning epochs. 

þ Factors in dataset seZng.
Common versus rare, Task specific trigger.

þ Other factors
Length of trigger tokens, Number of inserCons in the backdoor injecCon phase. 

Remarks
Ø According to the above findings, we should choose relatively common words and the words that are not tightly 

related to most classification tasks. 

Ø Our attack can be significantly affected with more fine-tuning samples. 



Cause analysis

Remarks
Ø Our attack process modifies the encoding layer of the model instead of changing the embedding layer. 

Ø Our backdoor model successfully tricks the transformer layers to pay more attention to our trigger tokens. 



Possible Defenses

Remarks
Ø An effective Fine-pruning defense comes at a heavy loss in terms of model accuracy. 

Ø Other defenses like STRIP, Neural Cleanse and ABS are not effective.



Conclusion

A new universal backdoor attack method against the popular industrial pre-
trained NLP models.
a) Our backdoor attack is effective on different kinds of downstream tasks and datasets in 

different domains,
b) Outperforms RIPPLES and NeuBA, the state-of-the-art backdoor attacks towards the 

pre-trained model in NLP, 

c) Can be generalized to other PTMs like XLNet, DeBERTa, ALBERT. 
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